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Sources for Danish Mathematics

Kurt Ramskov

Institute for Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

This paper contains a survey of the most important works on Danish mathematics and and a short de-
scription of a new archive of mathematical archival material at the Institute for Mathematical Sciences,
University of Copenhagen. The archive is especially of interest for the history of Danish mathematics,
but some collections contain material which might be of more general interest.C© 2000 Academic Press

Denne note består af en oversigt over de vigtigste arbejder om dansk matematik samt en kort
beskrivelse af et nyt arkiv med matematisk arkivmateriale ved Institut for Matematiske Fag, Københavns
Universitet. Arkivet er især relevant for matematikkens historie i Danmark, men nogle af samlingerne
indeholder dog også materiale som er af mere generel interesse.C© 2000 Academic Press

Cette note comprend un plan l’ensemble des plus importants travaux dans de domaine des mathémati-
ques danoises ainsi qu’une brève description d’un nouveau système d’archives du matériel d’archives
mathématiques à l’Institut des Mathématiques de l’Université de Copenhague. Ces archives son surtout
importantes pour l’histoire des Mathématiques au Danemark, mais quelques unes des archives com-
portent également des informations d’un intérêt plus générel.C© 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

Hieronymus Georg Zeuthen (1839–1920) was the first Danish mathematics professor to
teach and conduct research in the history of mathematics. He was generally respected for his
works both on mathematics and on the history of mathematics. The same can be said about
the Austrian Otto Neugebauer (1899–1990), who stayed in Copenhagen 1934–1939 before
he went to the United States. The respect Zeuthen and Neugebauer enjoyed has enabled
most Danish mathematicians during the 20th century to consider the history of mathematics
as an acceptable research subject. It also has led to the creation of university positions in
the subject [2].

Until the 1970s most works on history of mathematics in Denmark were on ancient
mathematics, the highlights of mathematics, etc., and seldom on mathematics in Denmark.
However, during the past 25 years there has been a significant interest in the history of Danish
mathematics, especially among Danish historians of mathematics and mathematicians, but
also among some non-Danish researchers. The purpose of this paper is to present a survey of
the results of this interest in Danish mathematics, regarding both publications and archival
material.
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PUBLICATIONS ON DANISH MATHEMATICS

Before discussing the recent publications I will mention three older general works on
Danish mathematics which are still valuable: A. Steen’s paper on mathematics in Denmark
in the first half of the 19th century presented at the founding meeting of the Danish Math-
ematical Society in 1873 [35]; S. A. Christensen’s doctoral dissertation on mathematics in
the twin kingdom Denmark–Norway in the 18th century [9]; and, especially, N. Nielsen’s
extensive bio-bibliography including all Danes who published on mathematical subjects
before 1908 and a short survey of mathematical institutions in Denmark [28; 27]. These
three works are in Danish, as are many of the later publications.

One of the first signs of the recent interest in the history of Danish mathematics originated
at the 500th anniversary of the University of Copenhagen in 1979. It was then decided to
produce an extensive multivolume publication on the history of the university including a
separate chapter on the history of mathematics at the university. This chapter was written
by K. Andersen for the period until 1800 and by T. Bang for the later period [3]. Through
most of these 500 years the university was the only Danish institution where mathematical
activity took place,1 hence the chapter is also a general survey of mathematics in Denmark
in most of that period. A modified version of Andersen’s contribution also appeared in
English [1].

About the same time, T. Schøtt made a sociological study of the Danish mathematical
research community in the period 1928–1977 [33; 34]. This study includes a discussion of
the Danish Mathematical Society’s importance for mathematical research. The society was
formed in 1873. Other sources for its history are [31] and the jubilee publications produced
on the occasion of the society’s 50th and 100th anniversary describing the preceding 50
years of activities [11; 29]. The latter two are very factual, mainly containing lists and tables
of the society’s activities and members. Crone [11] also provides information on Danish
mathematics and the society’s members during the period 1873–1923.

A survey, divided according to mathematical subjects, of Danish mathematical research
in the 20th century was included in the report of the national meeting on mathematics
organized by the Danish Mathematical Society in 1981 [7]. Appended to the survey were
interviews with some of the leading Danish mathematicians in the second half of the 20th
century.

Since the early 1980s historical studies of Danish mathematics have turned more toward
studies of individual Danish mathematicians. Georg Mohr (1640–1697) attracted the interest
of, among others, H. Meyer [4; 21; 22], who edited the facsimile reprint of the Dutch and
English editions of Mohr’sCompendium Euclidis Curiosi[23]. In this work Mohr showed
that all Euclidean constructions may be made by ruler and a fixed compass. The preparatory
editorial work for the publication of the collected mathematical papers of Jakob Nielsen
(1890–1959) [26] was done in the first half of the 1980s by a group of mathematicians
that included W. Fenchel and V. L. Hansen. The project was initiated and supported by the
Danish Mathematical Society. The collected papers include articles discussing Nielsen’s

1 The University of Copenhagen was founded in 1479 and the Polytechnic (Den polytekniske Læreanstalt, today
the Technical University of Denmark) was founded in 1829. The universities of Aalborg, Aarhus, Odense, and
Roskilde have all been founded in the 20th century and have only had mathematics positions in part of the past
half century.
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mathematical works and a reprint of W. Fenchel’s obituary of Nielsen. V. L. Hansen later
published some minor papers on Nielsen and his works [13; 14; 15].

Nielsen was only the second Danish mathematician to have his collected papers pub-
lished. The first was Harald Bohr (1887–1951), whose collected mathematical papers were
published in the 1950s [6]. The centenary of Bohr’s birth was celebrated with a symposium
organized by the Danish Mathematical Society in 1987 [5]. A more extensive historical
study of Bohr’s life and work appeared in K. Ramskov’s Ph.D. dissertation [30], which also
included a broad survey of mathematics in Denmark in the first half of the 20th century.

In 1985 it was decided to celebrate the centennial in 1989 of Julius Petersen’s (1839–1910)
pioneering initial work on graph theory; volume 100 of the journal Discrete Mathematics was
dedicated to this celebration. This volume contains many articles on aspects of Petersen’s
work, including a biography [19], an annotated bibliography [10], and an article about
Petersen’s correspondence [32]. The celebration stimulated additional works on Petersen
and his mathematics done by the same group of people [17; 36]. Petersen’s colleague, the
renowned mathematician and historian of mathematics Zeuthen, has also attracted attention
in the past decade [8; 16; 20].

Poul Heegaard (1871–1948) is a well-known figure in the history of algebraic topology
whose mathematical contribution has been discussed in several places, e.g., [12, 28–29].
Due to E. S. and H. J. Munkholm many details of Heegaard’s life and career have become
known in the past few years [24; 25].

To celebrate the bicentennial of Caspar Wessel’s (1745–1818) paper on the geometric
interpretation of complex numbers a symposium was organized in 1998 by J. Lützen [18].
Wessel was born in the Norwegian part of the twin kingdom Denmark–Norway, but worked
as a surveyor in the Danish part most of his life. Due to B. Branner and N. V. Johansen we
now know quite a few details of his life and work. These will be published in [37], which
includes an English translation of his paper on complex numbers.

ARCHIVAL SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS IN DENMARK

The two main archives in Denmark are the Danish State Archives (Statens Arkiver) and
the Royal Library (Det Kongelige Bibliotek) [RLC]. The State Archives are divided into
seven units, of which four take care of the local administration in different parts of the
country, one is a business archive, another is the Danish Data archive, and the last is the
Danish National Archives (Rigsarkivet) [DNA] taking care of the central administration. By
law, archival material from public institutions has to be deposited at the latter archives, which
means that, for example, the archives of the University of Copenhagen and other institutions
of higher education are located there. Also papers from many individuals, especially people
who have had significant positions in the central administration, can be found there. This
includes some professors, for example, the mathematician and geodesist N. E. Nørlund
[DNA1].

The Royal Library is the Danish national library, which contains a copy of everything
published in Denmark. Its manuscript department possesses archival material, especially
letters, from many significant Danes. For example, the correspondence of the mathematician
Julius Petersen is located there [RLC1].

Concerning scientific archival material, the Niels Bohr Archive [NBA] and the History
of Science Department, University of Aarhus [HSD] are important places. Their archival
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collections are mostly related to physics, chemistry, and astronomy and are only of minor
relevance for mathematics.

For Danish mathematics in the 20th century the recently established archive at the Institute
for Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen is central [AIM]. There has been a
mathematics institute at the University of Copenhagen since 1934, and over the years
material left by mathematicians and related to the administration of the institute had piled
up in the basement of the library. During the period 1996–1998 the material was sorted and
organized. It has been divided into five categories:

1. Material related to the administration of the institute. A significant part of this
material has been handed over to the National Archives.

2. Local publications, including preprints, master’s theses, and other student essays,
and lecture notes. Since the 1960s locally made lecture notes have often been used instead
of textbooks in the mathematics courses, and these notes have usually been sold only to the
students who attended the course.

3. Material from societies. Currently this only includes the archives of the Danish
Mathematical Society.

4. Papers from people who have worked in the mathematical sciences. This includes
papers of Harald Bohr (1887–1951), Werner Fenchel (1905–1988), Carl C. Hansen (1876–
1935), Johannes Hjelmslev (1873–1950), Børge Jessen (1907–1993), and Jakob Nielsen
(1890–1959), to mention only the most important collections. The size and character of the
contents of the collections vary.

5. Miscellaneous collections, including mathematical models and pictures.

Of course, most of the material is only of interest in connection with the history of Danish
mathematics, but some of the collections, especially the papers of Bohr, Jessen, and Nielsen
and the archives of the Danish Mathematical Society, contain correspondence with foreign
mathematicians and scientists. The Jessen papers are very extensive because he saved al-
most everything. At the same time he was a central figure in Danish science during the
period 1930–1975. He was a significant mathematician, head of the Mathematics Institute
in the 1950s, leading figure in the erection of the H. C. Ørsted Institute2 in the 1960s, pres-
ident of the Carlsberg Foundation 1956–1962, secretary for the International Mathematical
Union 1950–1952, etc. These papers include a large collection of letters (24 boxes) from the
time period 1930–1975, which includes at least 50 letters exchanged with each of H. Bohr,
N. Bohr, H. Busemann, S. Bundgaard, V. Brun, W. Feller, W. Fenchel, D. Fog, E. Hewitt,
L. Kalmár, W. Maak, J. Nielsen, N. E. Nørlund, J. F. Pál, P. Turán, A. Wintner, and
A. Zygmund. Furthermore, Jessen had correspondence of between 10 and 50 letters with
another 31 Danish and 58 foreign scientists.

Additional information about the archive, including inventories of the collections, may
be found at the archive’s homepages [AIM]. The details of the inventories vary and there is
only an English version if a significant part of a collection is in a foreign language.

2 The H. C. Ørsted Institute has been the location for chemistry, part of physics, mathematics, statistics, and
actuarial science at the University of Copenhagen since then.
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CONCLUSIONS

A considerable number of works on the history of Danish mathematics have appeared
during the past 25 years. Many of these have focused on individual mathematicians. Some
also include a general survey of Danish mathematics over a period of time, but the second
half of the 20th century has not been the subject of historical research yet.

The archival sources for history of mathematics in Denmark are mainly from the late 19th
and the 20th century, and they are of special interest to the history of Danish mathematics.
However, some of the sources may also be useful to others researching the history of science
over that period of time.
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